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THE BRAND

Judith & Charles started with two people 
called, you guessed it: Judith and Charles. 
They met by chance while on vacation, fell in love, 
later on created the brand, and the rest is history. 
Judith was a talented young woman with a 
penchant for fashion and Charles was a sea-
soned entrepreneur. Neither had any experi-
ence in creating a clothing brand of their own. 
Judith & Charles’s style could be described as 
classic with a fashionable twist. The designers 
strive for each of their outfits to have a time-
less look, but to still be current with the times. 

Judith says her inspiration comes from the 
power suits women wore as she was grow-
ing up. To her, they gave off too much of a 
manly appearance, thus inspiring her to cre-
ate softer, more feminine professional attire. 
Judith & Charles’s intent when designing clothes 
is to make a woman feel confident in herself 
and in her own abilities, rather than overpow-
ered by her clothing. Thus, the brand’s style 
is centered on that perfect balance of bold-
ness and femininity in professional attire. 





 

NEW COLLECTION
TOP 6 OUTFITS

CYCLE BLOUSE
KELVIN PANT

DIGITAL DRESS



 

BLACK T-SHIRT 
YORBA PANT

RADIO TOP
IRIS SKIRT

NOVA JACKET
ASTRA SKIRT

ORBIT DRESS
METEOR CARDIGAN





THE COLLECTION

The showcased collection is a current collection 
that is now carried in their boutiques. The cloth-
ing is a revival of the classic woman’s pantsuit. 
As per Judith & Charles’s style, despite suits 
being inherently men’s work attire, the clothing 
in this collection give off a delicate, feminine 
appearance. This collection has pants galore 
and even a few short skirts to keep their brand 
trendy. Each piece emanates elegance and so-
phistication. Versatility is also key in this col-
lection as you could confidently wear every out-
fit to a job interview or even to a classy party. 
Altogether, you will notice that every outfit re-
mains tasteful and chic throughout the collection. 
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